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A SMALL BOOKSHOP WITH SURPRISES
Interview
Enter the Summertown Book House on the corner of
South Parade and Banbury Road, and you are in for a
few surprises. If that sounds like the start of a children’s
adventure book, that is entirely apt, since you are likely
to be served by Renée Holler, author of 30 children’s
books inspired by Enid Blyton. But you won’t find them
there since they’re all in German, Renée’s native
language.
You may find it normal that Think Like An Artist by Will
Gompertz, Arts Editor of the BBC, is among the bestsellers this Christmas. But did you know that Will lives a
few streets away (as do Margaret Drabble, Mark
Haddon and Barbara Trapido)? Or that another book
flying off the shelves is Norwegian Wood: Chopping,
Stacking and Drying Wood the Scandinavian Way, by
Lars Mytting? Or that adults are going for spoof re-

Renée Holler makes a sale at the Summertown Book House
the Times Literary Supplement and wholesalers’ lists to
check which books are likely to sell in a cut-throat market.
And every now and then they trust their own noses and
have a go with something unknown.

issues of the Ladybird books they enjoyed in their

Their key to success, and indeed survival, is the ability to

youth?

stay close to their customers and offer expert advice. Large

Renée Holler, who is a member of Writers in Oxford, is
one of three part-time co-managers at the Book House,
alongside Kate Kay and David Whittaker. They’re
constantly scouring media reviews,

→

bookshop chains load their front tables with books about
celebrities, but Summertown is home to academics, so they
showcase hardbacks about serious subjects (such as SPQR
by Mary Beard – “vastly engaging” according to The
Guardian).

OXFORD WRITER PICKS MAN BOOKER WINNER
The evening before judges awarded the 2015 Man Booker Prize, WiO staged its own
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She and her colleagues make a point of stocking local

“The Book House has been here for 35 years, and we

authors, including some who self-publish, but she warns

have loyal customers who have been coming for years.

that books that do not look professionally turned-out –

They like it that we help them find the right book. People

with printed retail price and ISBN number – will not sell.

want us to stay,” says Renée.

Generally any book remaining on the shelves longer than

The business keeps going at a steady level, and Renée

three months goes back to the wholesaler.

does not consider ebooks a threat, since the

As a child, Renée loved reading “Famous Five” stories by

standardisation of formats to fit tablets and Kindles

Enid Blyton, translated into German. Her own books, for

makes them look boring. In response to ebooks,

children of 11 years and older, are the same sort of

publishers produce much better-looking print books than

children’s adventures, but set in Ancient Greece, Egypt, the

they did before. Hardbacks are for serious subjects, but

Middle Ages or China. She boosts her sales through

customers prefer fiction as paperbacks since they are

promotion on Facebook and Twitter.

cheaper “and go in handbags”.

Her coffee break is over and she has to get back to the

Amazon is a tougher challenge, since it sometimes offers

shop, which is getting busy for Christmas. Besides, she has

prices that the Book House cannot even obtain from its

another book to finish in the next three months. Renée

wholesalers, quite apart from enjoying a tax advantage

loves the anonymity of the bookshop. As a book-seller and

that Renée considers unfair.

author she seems content with her life. - Marcus Ferrar

→

PS: Hear more at the WiO event on Retail on 22 March.

Literary walks:

ABOVE THE DREAMING SPIRES: MATTHEW ARNOLD - Jane Bingham
Imagine a mild winter’s afternoon 150 years ago. The light

For most of his walk, Arnold is lost in

is beginning to fade as Matthew Arnold, eminent scholar

memory – except when he stops to

and poet, turns his back on Oxford’s cobbled streets and

admire a magical view:

strides out in the direction of Cumnor hill. It’s a walk he

‘And that sweet city with her dreaming

rarely takes, although as a young man he knew ‘each field,

spires,

each flower, each stick’, and he laments the changes he

She needs not June for beauty's heightening,

sees along the way, noting ‘in the two Hinkseys nothing

Lovely all times she lies, lovely to-night!’

stays the same.’

But this enchanting prospect is not the end of his quest, and

Arnold is on a pilgrimage, walking in memory of his friend

Arnold keeps on climbing in search of a special tree. The tree is the

and fellow poet, Arthur Hugh Clough, who died, aged 42.

‘signal elm’, a potent symbol of hope that the scholar gypsy is still

And as he takes the ‘track by Childsworth Farm past the

alive and roaming the local countryside.

high wood’, he pictures the two young poets walking the
same route 20 years earlier, in search of the ‘scholar
gypsy’ who was said to haunt the hills around Oxford.

Did Arnold find the tree? I recommend you read his poem Thyrsis
and make the journey with him. And you can join me for a walk in
Matthew Arnold’s footsteps on Saturday 5 March at 11 am.
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NOT THE MAN BOOKER CONT’D FROM PAGE 1
There were, literally, hundreds of novels - from slim,
carefully etched volumes written by a succession of
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THE REWARDS OF BLOGGING
By Anita Mathias

Penelopes and Anitas, to great baggy monsters of 800

The Premier Digital Awards are awarded annually to

pages plus, often purporting to "tell the story of a nation".

encourage excellence in Christian writing online. I

Thus, after volunteering to sit on the WiO panel for this

was the runner up in 2014 for the Tweeter of the

year's (Not) the Man Booker Prize, I did briefly worry that I

Year award (I tweet @anitamathias1); and this year

was relapsing into a peculiar form of literary masochism.

my blog, Dreaming Beneath the Spires

My novel, when it arrived, proved to be in the 'baggy
monster'/800 pages plus category. I was delighted to be
given Marlon James' A Brief History of Seven Killings to
read, because it was about a real-life assassination

(anitamathias.com) was one of the six finalists for
the Blogger of the Year award, for bloggers who have
“published the most engaging, insightful and wellpresented content on their blogs.”

attempt on the late reggae star Bob Marley, and, as a

The judges were Dr. Pete Phillips, Director of CODEC

music lover, I was keen to find out more. Beyond the

at Durham University, Sonia Brown, MBE, of the

actual incident, the central theme of the novel is violence,

National Black Women’s Network, Mike Townsend,

in the form of gang warfare and the CIA's pernicious

President of the British Computer Association of the

activities in Jamaica. James' novel really does tell the story

Blind, Vicky Walker, a writer, and Benjamin Ellis, an

of a nation, and Jamaica's story, as written here, is one of

entrepreneur.

corruption, brutality and betrayal.

I began blogging five years ago, after a long writing

No easy read then, and, compared to the 'slight volume'

break. Though I read English at Oxford and have a

winners of the past, perhaps not an obvious choice. It

Masters in Creative Writing, I have learnt more from

would also be the first Jamaican winner, so again, not

the discipline of blogging than from anything else:

predictable. Or was it..? I listened, entranced, as my

Writing consistently. Writing fast on topical issues.

fellow-panellists discussed their books. As I did so, I

Cultivating a clear and limpid style. Brevity. Writing,

veered from thinking A Brief History wouldn't, couldn't

first and foremost, to communicate. “Publishing”

possibly win to believing it might be in with a chance, and

what you have written on a daily basis to a growing

finally to the conviction that there could be no other

audience is as good a writing discipline as any other.

possible choice. In the end, it came down to one image. I
could envisage 'my' book in a Waterstones window display
in the run-up to Christmas, and not any of the others.
Perhaps the key point I learned during my PhD studies was
that the Booker was set up to increase sales - of the book,
and, ideally, of books in general.
‘My’ book really did win the Man Booker the next day. I
laud the choice: it’s an important book and timely as we
consider the consequences of intervening in other
countries' affairs. The recent opening of the Man Booker
to any novel written in English has been criticised, but on
the evidence of the last two years, it has invigorated the
award and lain down the gauntlet to British novelists.

- Sharon Norris

Blogging opens doors— for instance, in 2014, I won
Tearfund’s competition to visit Cambodia and
blogged about their work there. Through blogging,
slowly and incrementally, I have built a somewhat
large audience, about 10,000 unique monthly
readers worldwide. I hope this will make indy
publishing “little books” more of a viable option.
Though my blogging is very much “writing with the
left hand” as Milton described his prose-writing,
blogging is fun, it dissolves writer’s block, and has
been invaluable in teaching me to write fast, clearly,
and for a wide audience, and I am grateful that I
began experimenting with this newest of genres.
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“THE COMPLETE CONSORT DANCING TOGETHER”
Writers should take more trouble over words, says

wrote that “man is capable of being in uncertainties –

Belinda Jack, a Christ Church Fellow teaching literature

mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact

and language in Oxford and rhetoric in London. She thinks

and reason.” Mallarmé engaged with words as one

writers’ workshops spend too much time on character and

engages with music, while Proust is regularly re-translated

plot, and not enough on making words work as hard as

since he can be read in so many different ways.

they could.

Clichés, condemned by C.S. Lewis as verbicide, make

To prove her point, in a talk to Writers in Oxford she

readers pass by words without taking them in. Contrast

quoted from authors who have used words magnificently,

with the surprise created by Dylan Thomas when he

as Shakespeare knew he could:

wrote: “Once below a time …”

I could a tale unfold whose lightest word

Good writing requires constant rewriting, and the making

Would harrow up thy soul, freeze thy young blood

of subtle adjustments, says Belinda. Writers should make a

Make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres

reader want to read their works more than once.

Thy knotted and combined locks to part

As a tutor of French literature and language, Belinda is not

And each particular hair to stand on end,

particular impressed with modern English fiction, which

Like quills upon the fretful porpentine. (Hamlet)

she finds parochial, unadventurous and domestic

Describing poets as “soldiers who liberate words”, Belinda

compared with French writers who tackle big world issues,

says writers have an indirect duty to their readers, but a

such as Yasmina Reza and Amin Maalouf.

direct duty to their language. As T.S. Eliot puts it in Little

L’Etranger (The Outsider), a novel of ideas by one of those

Gidding:

engaged French writers, Albert Camus, remains in the top
Every phrase

100 best-sellers more than seventy years after it was

And sentence that is right (where every word is at home,

written. Like the others examples Belinda quoted, it

Taking its place to support the others …

inspires us to write works that readers will return to time

The complete consort dancing together).

and again, each time discovering new layers of meaning.

Good writers cultivate ambiguity, says Belinda. Keats

—

Marcus Ferrar + Jane Bingham

COOKING FROM ‘THE TERROIR OF COWLEY ROAD’
On 21st January 2016, WiO is organising a talk by member

It traces the development of the area through what people

Martin Stott on his new book. Unlike other talks, you can

grew and ate, from the pottage of the lepers in the 12th

also try the food he writes about! Here is Martin’s

century and the Great Oxfordshire Cake of the Cromwellian

appetiser….

troops in the Civil War, to ‘signature foods’ like Oxford

The Cowley Road Cookbook is the history of one English
street and its neighbourhood through its food. It’s a history

marmalade and the Oxford sausage, and the contemporary
scene – vibrant, quirky, multicultural and innovative.

of outcasts, in this case lepers, and of how the

Recipes reflect the diversity of the street, its international

neighbourhood has evolved through, and responded to,

connections, and the variety and quality of ‘the terroir of the

outsiders, pilgrims, travellers, scholars, migrants and

Cowley Road’.

refugees.

21st January, 7 for 7.30 pm, Door 74, Cowley Road,
Oxford OX1 3SP. Bon appétit.
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TERRIFIED OF READING ALOUD?
By Chrissie Cuthbertson
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ELIZABETH MAPSTONE: FROM
PSYCHOLOGY TO MYSTERY

Reading to an audience may not be a major concern
for some writers. However for many, book launches,
signings and interviews make reading aloud an
important part of the job. I am terrified of reading my
own work in public, but this is an essential skill if I am
to present my poetry to a wider audience. I was
delighted, therefore, when Lorna Fergusson arranged
a session for Writers in Oxford with Sarah Franklin.
Sarah may be best known to WiO for her ‘Short
Stories Aloud’ events and her regular appearances on
BBC Radio Oxford. She writes and reviews, and after

I’ve just read a really good novel written by a WiO

working for literary agents and major publishers

member. When a writer eminent in one field turns to

around the world, she is currently Senior Lecturer in

writing in another, there is a slight feeling of alarm. Are the

Publishing at Oxford Brookes University.

different skills transferable? Elizabeth Mapstone is well
known as a writer on psychology and self-help books. How

Participants were given some general guidelines.

will she fare with a novel?

These included some very practical matters such as
reading from a pre-prepared excerpt printed in a

The Amazon’s Girdle is a fine work. It is an absorbing, many

larger font size rather than your book. Sarah also

- layered story, which keeps the mind active even when

suggested altering your piece to suit the different

the book is finally closed. The structure has two, even

demands of reading aloud. We covered issues of

three, time scales and is told from a multitude of different

timing, environment, practice and how to create an

viewpoints, but the reader never loses track. To keep

effective introduction.

control of such a subtle plot is a high novelistic skill.

Then one by one we stood to read from our own

An ageing film star visits a Paris restaurant owned by

work. The pieces presented included the start of a

Charlotte’s parents. Charlotte’s mother is furious. If

thriller, novel excerpts, a poem, published work, work

Madeline Marvell comes, she threatens, she will go. Why?

-in-progress, creative non-fiction and flash fiction. It

Her Charlotte realises she knows nothing about her

was good to hear from the work of so many

parents' past lives. Who is the Amazon? Why did Charlotte

members. We each received personal feedback from

never know she was adopted? So many questions.

Sarah and the other participants.

Charlotte determines to find answers. She uncovers a tale

It was an extremely useful and interesting evening
and there was an immediate call for further sessions
with Sarah.

of love, jealousy, betrayal and in the end a revelation truly
shocking. The best narrative is the one to which, as we
reach the end, we can have two mutually exclusive
reactions – ‘that was a complete surprise: that was
inevitable’. That is what I felt when I finished The Amazon's
Girdle. It is beautifully written too. - Dennis Hamley
The Amazon’s Girdle is available as paperback and ebook
from Amazon.co.uk
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN Robert Bullard - rbullard@fsmail.net
Survey of Members - the results
A huge 'Thank You' to everyone who replied to the

"I think WiO is very friendly and have enjoyed all sorts of

questionnaire. Here is a summary of the 64 replies (out of

social occasions. Some work-related sessions are useful."

nearly 200 members) received by 1st December. And

"It is clear that the committee work hard at picking

congratulations to the three winners of a bottle of wine: Jo

attractive venues and organising the events and their efforts

Cotterill, Bill Heine and David Olsen.

are much appreciated."

Who are we?

Feedback on the Newsletter

There was a pretty even split for answers to (i) how long they Over half (56%) read 'nearly all or all' the newsletter. What
have been members of WiO (42% 1-5 years, 25% 5-10 years, do people most like reading? Interviews with/profiles of
and 33% >10 years) and in particular (ii) how many hours

members (81%), write-ups of talks/events, and book reviews

each day people spend 'working' (36% 1-2 hours, 39% 3-4

(both 60%). The majority supported some of the new

hours, and 25% 6-7 hours).

column ideas that have been trailed, and suggested, for

What do we value from our membership
Social occasions are the most valued feature of being a

example: 'What sold my book', 'Practical help articles' and
'Literary walks' (40-60%).

member, with 79% ranking them as 'very important' (44%) or "I like it all, and the new possibilities sound good too."
'important' (35%). But getting help and advice on work-

Making use of WiO's resources

related issues (46%) and contacts for work/networking (44%) The printed directory and website database are felt to be
are also thought 'very important' or 'important. In
'useful' (50-60%). So too is the Facebook page (30%); an
comments, several people welcomed more focussed, and

additional 15-20% might use it if given guidance. Only 20%

less purely social, events and talks.

of people find the website's other pages 'useful'; however,

"I owe a lot to WiO. I went to my first meeting in November

some are intended to give non-members a flavour of WiO

2006 just after I arrived in Oxford; it gave my life in a new city and thereby encourage them to join.
its bearings and its influence remains crucial."

In summary - WiO is thought to be a good group, and is

"The sense of mutual support is perhaps the group's most

much valued – even by those who participate less than

valuable asset."

others. The committee seem to be getting things right for

Feedback on Talks and Events

you, which is great news. But there are good suggestions
that we can pick up in 2016 and beyond.

Most members may only come to 1-2 events in each 4-month With thanks again for your time and ideas.
programme, but they are overwhelmingly supportive (over
_______
60%) of their time, location, content and format. People
commonly cited their work commitments or distance from
Oxford as the only reasons for not coming to more.

A big welcome to three new members who joined us in
December. Nick Beare is a writer and publisher of English
Language textbooks for teaching, working with Macmillan.

But there were indications we could do more to welcome

Karen French is a mathematician and management

new WiO members at talks/events. Also, we should serve a

scientist, interested in the science behind numbers, shapes,

bit more, and varied, non-alcoholic drinks (not just orange

light and colours, and their use as symbols and tools in the

juice).

arts. Sylvia Vetta is a freelance writer on art, history,

There were a few other suggestions for the future, such as a

fashion and science related events; she is author of the

meeting to discuss people's work in progress; and sharing the castaway series in Oxfordshire Limited Edition magazine and
is publishing her first novel in February.
challenges of writing, not just successes.
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN CONT’D

A NEW POETRY COLLECTION

Subgroups- an update

In November, Merryn Williams

In the last issue, I wrote that the WiO could do more
to provide members with opportunities to meet,
network and benefit from one another – hence my
trialling of subgroups. So, what has happened since?

launched her new poetry collection
in London, published by
Shoestring Press. Her daughter
designed the cover. The reference
is to Katherine Mansfield.

To recap: any ideas for subgroups are welcome. They
pursue activities as they choose fit, within the
objectives of WiO. The committee will support them,
and has drafted some loose guidelines, but will not
direct them.
The first subgroup ideas to come forward were
training, poetry and biography, and we explored
them with members listing those genres as their
specialism. Here are the results …
The poetry landscape seems well supplied – it turned
out there is already a hangover of a WiO group
formed a few years ago. So nothing new there,
despite Merryn Williams' kind offer to help.
As for training, some trainers in writing fiction had
concerns about overlaps in a small client-pool. But I
hope trainers in non-fiction will find topics that we
can usefully meet to discuss in 2016.
That leaves the biography subgroup. Under David

Writers in Oxford can now join a new Group on Facebook, reserved for
members.
As before, you can also go to the Writers in Oxford Page, which is open
to anyone and is a good way to promote your work.
Group – www.facebook.com/groups/WritersinOxford
Page – www.facebook.com/writersinoxford
Questions? Ask Lorna Fergusson lorna.fergusson@zen.co.uk

Wilkinson's leadership, they had a useful first
meeting, found some areas of common interest, and
will meet again on 16 February. On the agenda will

The OXFORD WRITER ...

be two topics: The ethics of writing /'Is your

is published by Writers In Oxford

biography "true"?' (led by David); and Is writing

www.writersinoxford.org

history different from writing biography? (Maggie
Black). The meeting is open to any WiO member;

Editor: Marcus Ferrar

please tell David if you would like to come

marcus@ferrar.org.uk

(dwilkosta@btinternet.com). We plan to host it in

Email Marcus with your news.
Suggest a subject. Propose an article.
All ideas welcome!

the Quaker Meeting House, St Giles.
Also suggested were subgroups for children's books,
or digital writing/self-publishing … Any takers?

Robert Bullard

Any views in this newsletter are those
of the authors, not of Writers in
Oxford.
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The View From My Desk:

INSPIRATION FOR DOCTOR WHO
Michael Pickwoad
My desks have been largely peripatetic, until that is now, as I
create an office in our new house. A desk has been anywhere
at home or worldwide where there is space to support a
piece of paper and armed with a pencil, tape measure and a
piece of paper I feel I can create anything, usually the designs
for film sets, whether sitting or standing, in an office, cafe,
pub, aircraft, train or if needs be, the passenger seat of a car.
Cafes are wonderful as catering is on hand and nobody

roof of the Millennium Centre, as if it were itself set on some

necessarily knows you. There might also be a view, as with

distant planet.

the stormy seas crashing ashore outside a cafe on the

It was from this desk that I viewed HMS Monmouth (above),

promenade in Porthcawl, or indeed in a Cape Town flat with

moored on the far side of the dock, which proved to be very

views over the Waterfront and Table Mountain with the

fortuitous as I was working on an episode of ʻDoctor Whoʼ

clouds rolling off. My most permanent desk in recent years

that required a communications tower for a monastery at

has been in the new BBC Media Centre in Roath Lock, Cardiff,

the far side of the galaxy. The after mast was in the form of a

and even that has moved from one end of the building to the

broached spire, a tapering square form whose corners are

other. When I first used my desk, the building had yet to be

cut into to create an octagonal spire with the addition of

properly opened and the office space was largely empty.

struts, supporting a variety of globes and a ring of

I was there to start drawing up the new Tardis for Doctor

extraordinary Masonic like pyramids, providing the very

Who, a replacement being needed as the studios were

model for an ecclesiastical communications tower on

moving into Cardiff from the foothills of the valleys, where

another planet. Answers are often close at hand, especially if

ʻDoctor Whoʼ had been restarted by BBC Cymru. From my

your desk has the right view.

desk I could view through a round ʻPlay Schoolʼ window, the

Today it is the Eye of the Wind moored there. From its hull

copper roofed Millennium Centre and the old Helwick

shape and two masts it looks as though it should be a late

lightship, then moored at the end of the dock. The New BBC

19th C topsail schooner as its masts are split into two,

building is adorned with a number of round and cruciform

though it is rigged as a brig, which if it was originally so,

windows, their shapes symbolising the two flagship shows,

would normally have its masts in three sections, as on the

ʻDoctor Whoʼ and ʻCasualtyʼ, that are made there.

Stavros S Niarchos, moored previously, a modern but

The Tardis interior, The Doctorʼs personal time machine and
probably the biggest toy I am likely to design, required many
practical and artistic decisions and the initial model that sold
the idea was conceived and constructed at an earlier desk,
the dining room table in our old house. I was for ever viewing
the changing coastal weather as a I sought inspiration, and
the fiery sunsets in the aftermath of stormy days would
dramatically alter the colour of the sky and the copper clad

elegant steel hulled, and perfectly rigged brig which looked
right in spite of all its massed deck housing. Its masts would
not look out of place in a Tissot painting or one of Whistlerʼs
etchings of the river. Having to design all manner of things, I
spend a good deal of time analysing what I am looking at
and have become very conscious of the way things should
look but not always do. As Alexander Pope once wrote, “All
things flourish where you turn your eyes”.

